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ABSTRACT
Eukaryotic mismatch-repair (MMR) proteins MutSa
and MutLa couple recognition of base mismatches
to strand-specific excision, initiated in vivo at
growing 3’ ends and 5’ Okazaki-fragment ends or,
in human nuclear extracts, at nicks in exogenous
circular substrates. We addressed five biochemical
questions relevant to coupling models. Excision
remained fully efficient at DNA:MutSa ratios of
nearly 1 to 1 at various mismatch-nick distances,
suggesting a requirement for only one MutSa
molecule per substrate. As the mismatch-nick
DNA contour distance D in exogenous substrates
increased from 0.26 to 0.98kbp, initiation of excision
in extracts decreased as D
 0.43 rather than the D
 1
to D
 2 predicted by some translocation or diffusion
models. Virtually all excision was along the shorter
(3’–5’) nick-mismatch, even when the other (5’–3’)
path was less than twice as long. These observa-
tions argue against stochastically directed translo-
cating/diffusing recognition complexes. The failure
of mismatched DNA in trans to provoke excision
of separate nicked homoduplexes argues against
one-stage (concerted) triggering of excision initia-
tion by recognition complexes acting through
space. However, proteins associated with gapped
DNA did appear to compete in trans with those in
cis to mismatch-associated proteins. Thus, as in
Escherichia coli, eukaryotic MMR may involve
distinct initial-activation and excision-path-
commitment stages.
INTRODUCTION
Mismatch-repair (MMR) systems correct DNA replica-
tion errors and promote genomic stability in several other
ways as well (1,2). MutS homodimer proteins in bacteria,
or heterodimeric MSH2–MSH6 (MutSa) or MSH2–
MSH3 (MutSb) proteins in eukaryotes, bind speciﬁc
base-mispairs or ‘looped out’ extra nucleotides in DNA.
They then bind ATP and recruit bacterial MutL homo-
dimers or eukaryotic MutLa (MLH1–PMS2) heterodi-
mers into recognition complexes. Accessory proteins are
used to create or identify speciﬁc strand ends for initiation
of excision that proceeds through mismatches.
Biochemical studies using exogenous closed-circular
substrates show that in Escherichia coli MutH proteins
nick unmodiﬁed strands at hemi-methylated d(GATC)
sites. This process, thought to mimic nascent-DNA
identiﬁcation in vivo, requires MutL and is stimulated by
MutS and mismatched DNA (mmDNA). Subsequent
loading of UvrD (MutU) helicase at the nick also requires
mmDNA, MutS and MutL. To excise DNA from the
nick towards the mismatch rather than away from it,
E. coli uses 30–50 or 50–30 ssDNA exonucleases, as
appropriate (3–5). The expected 30 to 50 travel of UvrD
along continuous or nicked strands would expose 30-ended
or 50-ended ssDNA, respectively. In biochemical experi-
ments using exogenous circular substrates the excision-
path-identiﬁcation apparatus invariably chooses the
shorter path from the nicked d(GATC) site to the
mismatch.
In eukaryotes, excision during post-replication MMR is
thought to initiate at nascent-DNA 30 ends and perhaps 50
Okazaki-fragment ends (1,2). Eukaryotes lack close
analogs of the hemimethylated-GATC/MutH system,
but in mammalian cell-free extracts mismatches in
exogenous circular substrates eﬃciently provoke initiation
of 30–50 or 50–30 excision at deﬁned pre-existing nicks or
gaps. No helicases have been implicated in eukaryotic
MMR. MutSa–MutLa at mismatches is thought to
interact with proteins already at strand discontinuities,
such as the PCNA clamp and the clamp loader RFC.
Other proteins may be recruited into pre-excision com-
plexes. Despite the lack of a UvrD analog, active direction
of (potentially bidirectional) eukaryotic MMR excision
along the path towards the mismatch seems biologically
desirable. Otherwise, mismatches might sometimes acti-
vate through space gratuitous excision of perfectly paired
DNA in sister chromatids or adjacent Okazaki fragments.
Indeed, eukaryotic MMR overwhelmingly directs excision
along shorter nick-mismatch paths (typically 0.15–1kbp),
in 2–6kbp circular exogenous substrates incubated in
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mispairs and extra-nucleotide loopouts preferentially
provoke shorter-path excision (6,9), path selection seems
unlikely to be determined by orientations of recognition
complexes. Path selection mechanisms thus remain poorly
understood.
To investigate how eukaryotes couple mismatch recog-
nition to strand- and path-speciﬁc excision, we have
focused here on mismatch-provoked excision of shorter
nick-mismatch (30–50) paths in nicked circular exogenous
substrates incubated in human nuclear extracts. This
process is implicitly assumed to biochemically mimic
excision initiated in vivo at 30 ends of replicating DNA
strands. Coupling speciﬁcity would seem to require at least
(i) productive interaction of mismatch-recognition pro-
teins (hMutSa hMutLa, at a minimum) with nick-
associated proteins such as PCNA and RFC and
(ii) commitment to excision of the shorter nick-mismatch
path. Figure 1 depicts three current models for the initial
interaction process. Two models propose that recognition
complexes move away from mismatches along DNA
contours until they encounter nick-associated proteins.
The third postulates that ﬁxed recognition complexes
contact nick-associated protein complexes through space,
via DNA bending. Productive interactions between these
complexes could immediately engender commitment to
excision of the shorter nick-mismatch path: moving
recognition complexes might automatically direct excision
back along the path just traveled by the recognition
complexes, or the intrinsic properties of through-space
complexes between mismatch-bound and nick-associated
proteins might dictate the path to be excised. However,
analogy with the E. coli MutH-UvrD paradigm suggests
that a distinct second process in eukaryotes might identify
the shorter nick-mismatch path and commit to its
excision.
Here we address ﬁve biochemical questions explicitly
relevant to proposed mechanisms of commitment to
mismatch-provoked shorter-path excision of nicked cir-
cular substrates in human nuclear extracts.
(1) At a minimum, how many hMutSa molecules per
substrate are needed for fully eﬃcient MMR?
(2) Can mismatch-provoked (processive) excision be
initiated in both directions at nicks when one
mismatch-nick path is not much longer than the
other, as might be expected if hypothetical mobile
recognition complexes stochastically chose their
DNA-contour paths?
(3) How does the initial rate of commitment to excision
depend on the mismatch-nick contour distance?
(4) Can a mismatch on one (non-nicked) substrate
provoke in trans nick-initiated excision of a separate
homoduplex substrate?
(5) Can proteins putatively bound to strand interrup-
tions on a homoduplex substrate compete in trans
with similar proteins bound at excision–initiation
sites on separate substrates, themselves in cis to
mismatches?
Figure 1. Alternative pathways for initial stage of mismatch repair in human nuclear extracts. A circular exogenous substrate, with (shorter-path)
distance D from mismatch to nick, is represented linearly. Binding of MutSa and ATP-dependent recruitment of MutLa generate a ternary
recognition complex at the mismatch. Concomitantly, a pre-excision complex—perhaps (an) exonuclease(s) plus accessory proteins such as PCNA
and RFC—forms at the nick. Three alternative mechanisms for subsequent communication between recognition and pre-excision complexes are
shown in the central section, with predicted dependencies of average-communication-time i on nick-mismatch distance D; upper central,
communication by unilateral translocation along stochastically chosen paths from mismatch to nick (!), i/D; middle central, concentration-driven
linear diﬀusion in both stochastically chosen directions from mismatch ($), i/D
2 to i/D; lower central, communication through space by ﬁxed
recognition complex, coupling time related to the Jacobson–Stockmayer parameter j. The mechanism(s) by which communication between
recognition and pre-excision complexes subsequently elicits commitment to excision are not speciﬁed.
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contained base-mismatches and deﬁned nicks in human
nuclear extracts. We measured mismatch-provoked 30–50
excision and, in a few experiments, 50–30 excision. We used
DNA substrates with mismatches separated from nicks by
various contour distances, and varied substrate concentra-
tions over a 12-fold range. Rates of commitment to
mismatch-provoked excision remained constant even when
DNA:hMutSa ratios approached 1 to 1. Excision-commit-
ment rates only modestly decreased with mismatch-nick
distance (/D
–0.43)a sD increased from 0.26 to 0.98kbp.
Excision along the ﬁxed 1.85-kbp longer path remained
very low as the shorter path increased to 0.98kbp.
Mismatches on separate DNA molecules provoked no
detectable excision of nicked homoduplex DNA in trans.
However, gapped homoduplexes in only 6-fold excess
interfered with excision of substrates in which nicks were in
cis to mismatches. These ﬁndings, taken together, warrant
close consideration of two-stage activation/commitment
models for eukaryotic mismatch-provoked excision.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids and substrates
In ‘Substrate-Construction Details’ section of Supplemen-
tary Data, we describe construction of plasmids
pUC19MN100, pUCMN250, pUC19MN550 and
pUC19MN1000, and their conversion into substrates
sMN14, sMN26, sMN58 and sMN98, respectively, by
replacing the DNA strands between the tandem sites for
nicking endonuclease N. BstNB I with oligomers creating
G/T mismatches and nicking at the unique N. BbvCI B
sites. In these 1.9–2.8-kbp substrates, the 30–50 nick
mismatch paths are 0.138, 0.259, 0.577 and 0.979kbp,
respectively; all 50–30 nick-mismatch paths are 1.85kbp.
Homoduplex substrates sMN14hmd, sMN26hmd,
sMN58hmd and sMN98hmd were produced directly from
the corresponding plasmids by nicking at N.BbvC IB sites.
To produce the non-nicked linear molecules L186MN14
and L186MN14hmd, we nicked substrates sMN14 and
sMN14hmd with endonuclease N.BbvC IA, 4nt from the
pre-existing N.BbvC IB nicks on the opposite strands.
Mismatch correction and MMR excision
HeLa cells were purchased from the National Cell Culture
Center, Minneapolis, MN. Nuclear extracts were prepared
by a standard procedure (10). Brieﬂy, proteins were
extracted with 0.15M salt from nuclei (released from
cells broken by homogenization) and then precipitated
with ammonium sulfate. Unless indicated otherwise,
standard MMR mixtures contained, in 15 or 20ml,
75 fmol of DNA (5.0 or 3.8nM), 100mg nuclear extract
and 750ng bovine serum albumin, plus the following
components at the indicated concentrations: 20mM
Tris–HCL, pH 7.6; 1.5mM ATP; 1mM glutathione;
5mM MgCl2; 110mM KCl. To measure excision, we
incubated mixtures (without added dNTPs) at 378C for
indicated times, then mixed with 30ml stop solution
(25mM EDTA, 0.67% sodium dodecyl sulfate, and
90mg/ml proteinase K). DNA was extracted from reaction
mixtures with phenol, precipitated and linearized with
endonuclease Ahd I concominant with RNaseA treatment.
To measure commitment to 30–50 excision DNA was
annealed to radioactive oligomer 50-GCTCACTCAAAG
GCGGTAATACGGTTATCC (probe A), complemen-
tary to the continuous (sense) strand 20 to 49nt from
the N. BbvC IB nicking site along the 30–50 path to the
mismatch. Substrate-probe complexes were analyzed by
electrophoresis and autoradiography and/or phosphoroi-
miaging. We used intensities of bands in ethidium-stained
gels to normalize phosphoroimaging signals for DNA
recovery.
To measure correction of (G/T) mismatches, MMR
mixtures were supplemented with all four dNTPs to
100mM. After isolation of product DNA as described
earlier, samples were digested with Ahd I endonuclease,
which linearizes all substrates, and with Xho I endonu-
clease, to detect correction of the G/T mismatch to G/C,
before electrophoresis. Gels were stained with ethidium
bromide and product and DNA band intensities measured
using the Imagequant imaging and analysis system. Both
of the above procedures have been described in detail
(11,12). Puriﬁed MutLa (kind gift of Dr R. Michael
Liskay, Oregon Health and Sciences University) was
added where indicated. This preparation (13) complemen-
ted an extract of MLH1-deﬁcient mouse embryonic
ﬁbroblasts for mismatch correction [Andrew Buermeyer
(personal communication)].
Testingsimulation ofexcision by mismatched DNA in trans
We tested the ability of linear (non-nicked) mismatched
or homoduplex DNA, L186MN14 or substrates
L186MN14hmd, to provoke excision of homoduplex
sMN98hmd, as described earlier, except that in addition
to probe A (20–49nt down the 30–50 path), excision probes
(B), (C)o r( D), were used (separately). These oligomers
are complementary to the nicked strand, respectively
59–87nt, 482–510nt or 965–993nt along the 50–30 nick-
mismatch path (see Figure 2 and Table 1).
Immunoassay of hMutSain nuclear extracts
To detect hMSH6, and therefore hMutSa (MSH2–
MSH6), in HeLa extracts we used an anti-MSH6 antibody
from BD Pharmingen (cat. #G10919) with puriﬁed MutSa
(kind gift of Dr Paul Modrich, Duke University;
concentration previously determined by ultraviolet absor-
bance) as a standard. We separated extract proteins by
electrophoresis in 10% polyacrylamide gels containing
0.1% sodium docecyl sulfate. We transferred bands to
nitrocellulose membranes, and performed immunoassays
by standard techniques, using ECL chemoluminescence
reagents. Chemoluminescence signals for various levels of
hMutSa standards were as follows: 150ng, 52780; 100ng,
9554; 75ng, 2964; 50ng, 1142. The signal for 75mgo f
HeLa nuclear extract was 3694; linear interpolation
between the 75ng and 100ng standards yielded 94ng
MutSa. For a nuclear extract prepared from a second
HeLa cell culture, the chemoluminescence signal was 95%
of that for the ﬁrst extract, assayed (again) at the same
time. Assuming some loss in transfer, we estimate hMutSa
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 20 6729levels in our MMR reactions to be  500 fmol per 100mg
extract protein, in good agreement with the 580 fmol
measured by Modrich and coworkers (14,15); 580 fmol
correspond to 33nM in standard 15ml MMR reaction
mixtures.
RESULTS
Experimental system
We constructed 2–3-kbp circular MMR substrates
sMN14, sMN26, sMN58 and sMN98, in which 30–50
excision paths from pre-existing nicks to (G/T) mis-
matches were 0.14, 0.26, 0.58 and 0.98kbp, respectively
(Figure 2; see under ‘Materials and Methods’ section,
Plasmids and Substrates and ‘Substrate Construction
Details’ of Supplementary Data). Mismatches and nicks
were in the same DNA-sequence contexts, respectively, in
these substrates. The human (HeLa-cell) nuclear extracts
routinely employed appear contain all proteins needed for
eﬃcient and speciﬁc MMR, apparently as active as
puriﬁed recombinant proteins, if not more so. We and
others have previously demonstrated rapid time courses,
high yields and high speciﬁcities, for both MMR excision
and mismatch correction in these extracts (6,7,9). Here we
assayed commitment to 30–50 excision (in the absence of
exogenous dNTPs) as appearance of ssDNA that was
bound by an oligonucleotide probe about 40nt down the
path from the nick, as described (9). We previously
showed this excision assay to be over 100 to 1 speciﬁc for
nicked versus continuous strands, over 20 to 1 speciﬁc
for shorter versus longer nick-mismatch paths and
highly speciﬁc for mismatched versus homoduplex DNA
(7–9,16). We measured correction of a G/T mismatch as
restoration of a cutting site for XhoI endonuclease.
Figure 3 shows that, as previously, excision–commitment
time courses were linear for at least 4min and preceded
parallel mismatch–correction time courses.
Figure 2. Construction of plasmids for generation of MMR substrates.
See ‘Plasmids and substrates’ section for details. The solid dark line
represents DNA from (circular) 2-kbp plasmid pUC19Y and empty
rectangles show inserted DNA, from plasmid pCYFP+1 and various
synthetic linkers. Diagonally slashed boxes show DNA removed by
cutting at restriction endonuclease sites (NheI, AgeI, EcoRI, BamHI,
SspI) indicated by solid vertical lines, and joining via short synthetic
linkers. The tandem N.BstNBI nicking sites indicated by dotted vertical
lines, used to generate gaps for insertion of mismatch-creating 31-nt
oligomers, are at coordinates 360 and 670 in all plasmids. The coordinates
of the N.BbvCIB sites used to generate excision–initiation nicks in
substrates reﬂect the alterations in the nick-mismatch 30–50 paths.
Table 1. Comparisons of 30–50 and 50–30 excision
Substrate
a Relative excision (%)
detected by
indicated probes
Relative (%)
30–50 excision
initiation rate
c
30–50 path 50–30
(longer) path
b
[A][ B][ C][ D]
sMN26hmd 0.6 9 0.2 0.1
sMN26 (100) 77 8.9 1.9 (100)
sMN98hmd 0.5 18 0.3 0.2
sMN98 59 84 10.8 2.4 43
L2182sMN98hmd 18 0.6  0.5
d
L2182sMN98 77 1 29
L1462sMN26 103
Upper diagram shows relative positions (not to scale) of nicks
(coordinates 305’, 1025’), mismatches (coordinate 46’) and excision
probes A, B, C and D (collinear with nicked strands), in (circular) sMN26
and sMN98 substrates. Shaded rectangle denotes additional DNA in
sMN98 (Figure 6). The diagram repeats the mismatch positions.
Coordinates of probes A, B, C and D, respectively are 2560–2850, 3640–
3920, 7870–8150, and 12700–12980 for sMN26, and 9760–10050, 10840–11120,
15070–15350, and 19900–20180 for sMN98.
asMN26hmd, sMN98hmdandL2182sMN98hmd containnomismatches.
Cleavage of sMN26 and sMN98 by endonuclease XmnI at coordinates
1462 and 2182, respectively, yields linear substrates L1462sMN26 and
L2182sMN98.
bExcisionsignalsdeterminedafter4minincubationbygelelectrophoresis,
and phosphorimaging as described in Figure. 3 legend and under
‘Materials and Methods, Mismatch correction and MMR section excision’.
Speciﬁc radioactivities of the various probes were adjusted to be
approximately equal and binding of probes to ssDNA at the various
sites is assumed to be similarly eﬃcient.
cRates derived fom slopes generated from excision signals measured at 1,
2, 3 and 4min, except L2182sMN98 excision was measured for 4min only.
dThe low background signals for apparent homoduplex excision do not
show consistent time courses. Rates thus cannot be meaningfully
determined, but would be much less than the 4min signal (0.5%).
Figure 3. MMR excision–initiation and mismatch–correction time-
courses. Initiation of 30–50 excision (ﬁlled squares) and correction
(open squares) of (G/T) substrate sMN26 (5nM) were assayed at
indicated times as described under ‘Mismatch correction and MMR
excision’ section. Correction yield (relative to input substrate) was 55%.
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Supplementary Data, we show that initial excision rates
and initial correction rates decreased in parallel when the
mismatch-nick contour distance increased from 0.26 to
0.98kbp; excision thus appears to be rate-limiting
(Figure 3S). The increase in excision–correction lag time
corresponds to an excision progress rate of 4–7nt/s, in
agreement with 5nt/s previously estimated by assaying
excision at two diﬀerent positions in the same substrate (7).
In the ‘Validation of Excision Assay’ section of
Supplementary Data, we show excision to be 200-fold
speciﬁc for mismatched versus homoduplex substrates
(Figure 1S), and describe use of an alternative excision
assay (Figure 2S) to demonstrate equality of plateau
excision and correction yields—both roughly 45–55% of
input substrate. This is consistent with our previous
demonstration that excised intermediates could be quan-
titatively converted to corrected products (9). We also
summarize eight independent lines of evidence, including
previous work (7,8,17) and ﬁndings here, that validate the
assumption that our assays measure 30–50 (shorter-path)
excision that initiates at pre-existing nicks and proceeds
towards mismatches (‘Evidence for 30–50 Rather than 50–30
Excision’ section in Supplementary Data). Thus, any 50–30
excision from MutLa-induced incisions [near mismatches
but outside the shorter (30–50) paths from pre-existing
nicks to mismatches], previously seen in reconstituted
systems (18), seems not to be substantial in these nuclear
extracts; see also under ‘Discussion’ section.
Dependence of excision–commitment and
mismatch–correction efficiencies on MutSa-substrate
stoichiometry
To estimate the minimum number of hMutSa hetero-
dimers needed for eﬃcient MMR, we ﬁrst measured
commitment of mismatch-provoked excision to the
shorter 3’ nick-mismatch paths in substrates sMN26 and
sMN98, using DNA-substrate concentrations of 3.8 and
30nM in each case (Figure 4A). MutSa was measured to
be 25–30nM by immunoassay of HeLa nuclear extracts
and hMutLa was increased from the estimated endogen-
ous 8nM (14) to a nominal 30nM using puriﬁed
recombinant hMutLa, to ensure that MutSa was limiting.
Figure 4B (left) shows excision–initiation rates (slopes
from Figure 4A) at DNA:MutSa ratios of 0.15 to 1 and
1.2 to 1, for mismatch-nick distances of 0.26 and 0.98kbp.
Excision of both substrates was reduced by only 37%
when DNA:hMutSa ratios increased. Therefore, longer
distances did not require more MutSa, contrary to
expectations if multiple loadings were needed to drive
linearly diﬀusing MutSa–MutLa complexes to nicks.
Figure 4. Dependence of MMR excision–initiation rates on DNA-
substrate concentration (A) Excision time-course for substrates sMN26
and sMN98 at low and high concentrations. Initiation of 30–50 excision
of (G/T) substrates sMN26 and sMN98 at 3.8nM (low DNA) or
30nM concentrations (high DNA) was assayed using probe A as
described under ‘Mismatch correction and MMR excision’ section,
except that the volume of the high-DNA reaction mixture loaded onto
the gel was reduced so as to electrophorese equal amounts of DNA
from each reaction. hMutSa concentration was  25nM (‘Immunoassay
of hMutSa in nuclear extracts’ section). hMutLa concentrations were
increased from the 8nM reported by Genschel and Modrich (14) to
30nM, by addition of puriﬁed protein. Upper panels; ethidium-stained
gels and phosphorimages for substrates sMN26 and sMN98 for
indicated substrate:hMutSa ratios and incubation times. Lower panel:
plotted excision values and ﬁtted slopes for sMN26 (squares) at 0.15/1
(ﬁlled squares) and 1.22/1 (open squares) DNA:hMutSa ratios and
sMN98 (triangles) at 0.15/1 (ﬁlled triangles) and 1.22/1 (open triangles).
Another trial yielded very similar results. (B) Left-hand panel. Excision
of substrate sMN58 at a series of DNA:hMutSa ratios. The single trial
was performed as described earlier, except sMN58 concentrations were
3.8, 11.4, 22.8, 34.2 and 45.6nM and hMutSa concentration was
25nM (estimated by immunoassay), hMutLa was supplemented to
roughly 70nM protein, and excision was measured at only two or three
time points. Equal amounts of DNA from each reaction were
electrophoresed. Relative excision rates for indicated sMN58: hMutSa
ratios (horizontally lined bar) are relative to rate for 0.15 to 1 ratio.
Arrow indicates 1 to 1 position. Right-hand panel. Rates for sMN26
(empty bars) and sMN98 (vertically lined bar) [see (A) earlier] at DNA:
hMutSa ratio 1.22 to 1, relative to rate at 0.15 to 1. Error bars show
95% conﬁdence limits for ﬁts of slopes through four or three points.
A duplicate experiment yielded highly similar results.
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measured at a series of increasing DNA: hMutSa ratios
(Figure 4B, right), remained constant until the ratio
approached 1 to 1 (arrow), then decreased markedly. If
this decrease to some extent reﬂected sub-optimal levels of
other proteins, this experiment might actually overesti-
mate MutSa requirements. Furthermore, although MSH6
detected by the antibody is probably bound to MSH2 (19),
not all MutSa heterodimers may be active, even in nuclear
extracts. On the other hand, the hMutSa immunoassay
depends indirectly on the absolute accuracy of measured
concentrations of hMutSa protein standards and on
similar binding of the (monoclonal) antibody to recombi-
nant MSH6 and to MSH6 from extracts Within the limits
of these uncertainties then, rates of commitment to 30
excision were the same whether there were seven or
approximately one hMutSa heterodimer per substrate.
To determine whether 1–2hMutSa proteins per
substrate suﬃced for mismatch correction as well,
we incubated increasing concentrations of substrates in
HeLa-extract MMR-reaction mixtures containing dNTPs
(Figure 5). Correction eﬃciencies decreased, albeit mod-
estly, when substrate concentrations exceeded expected
MutLa concentrations. Therefore MutLa and/or some
other component(s), perhaps required for DNA resynthe-
sis, might be rate-limiting. At a DNA:hMutSa of 0.91 to 1
mismatch correction was only 40–60% less than correc-
tion at 0.15 to 1, with no systematic variation with
mismatch-nick separation. We cannot rule out turnover of
MMR proteins during the 30-min incubation, but ligation
of nicks in extracts (6,9) would most likely limit initiation
after 3–5min. Mismatch–correction stoichiometries
(Figure 5) thus appear consistent with the roughly 1 to 1
excision–commitment stoichiometries (Figure 4).
Dependence ofexcision initiation on mismatch-nick
DNA-contour distance
We compared excision–initiation rates for shorter-path
(30–50) distances (D) of 0.14, 0.26, 0.58 and 0.98kbp
(but constant 50–30 distances of 1.85kbp). Figure 6A
shows excision commitment to increase linearly during at
least the ﬁrst 4min, and Figure 6B (upper half) shows a
log–log plot of initial rates versus mismatch-nick dis-
tances, for three independent trials. [In these and other
MMR excision experiments (16) experimental variation
using substrate sMN14 was greater than that using other
substrates (standard deviations twice those using sMN26,
sMN58 or sMN98). We do not speculate on reasons for
this here. We dropped the sMN14 data from the analysis
shown in Figure 6A, and did not use sMN14 in
subsequent experiments.] The mean of the slopes of the
experimental lines (Figure 6A, upper half) is 0.43   0.04
(SD). Numerically similar diﬀerences in excision time
courses were obtained for substrates sMN26 and sMN98
when excision was assayed as formation of ssDNA tracts
resistant to endonuclease Ssp I (‘Validation of Excision
Assay’ in Supplementary Data; Figure 2S and data not
shown). These data are in good agreement with the 1.6 to
1.8 times higher initial rates of excision and correction of
substrate sMN26 versus sMN98 seen in Figure 4 and
Figure 3S, since (0.98/0.26) 0.43 = 1.77.
Testing forcompetition between shorter-path (3’–5’) and
longer-path (5’–3’) MMR excision
In some MMR models, MutSa–MutLa complexes are
hypothesized to slide from mismatches toward nicks along
DNA contours and directly trigger excision back along the
paths just traversed as soon as they productively interact
with nick-associated proteins. Thus, the ﬁrst-arriving
MutSa–MutLa would determine the direction of excision.
Even if hypothetical multiple recognition complexes
stochastically chose their sliding directions, so roughly
equal numbers set out along both mismatch-nick paths in
circular substrates, excision initiation would be biased
towards the shorter path. This bias is indeed observed
when one path is much longer than the other. However, as
the lengths of shorter and longer paths became more
nearly equal, a recognition complex traveling the longer
path should occasionally arrive ﬁrst and direct excision
back along the longer path, pre-empting shorter-path
excision. Here, such increased (50–30) excision of the
1.85-kbp longer-path as the shorter-path contour distance
D increased might account for the observed decrease in
shorter-path excision as D
–0.43 (Figure 6B). To test for this
possibility, we compared the initial rates of commitment
to nick-initiated 30–50 and 50–30 excision of substrates
sMN26 and sMN98, in which the 50–30 path was 7.2 or 1.9
times as long as the 30–50 path, respectively.
Figure 5. Mismatch correction at increasing DNA:protein ratios.
Analysis of correction after 30min. (G/T) of substrates sMN14 (ﬁlled
circles), sMN26 (ﬁlled squares), sMN58 (ﬁlled diamonds) and sMN98
(ﬁlled triangles), at the indicated concentrations, was as described under
‘Mismatch correction and MMR excision’ section. Upper panel:
ethidium-stained electropherograms. Arrows indicate corrected-product
bands expected for substrates sMN14 (left) and sMN98 (right). Lower
panel: plot of correction eﬃciency relative to that for 75 fmol of
substrate sMN98 (55% absolute product yield). Arrows indicate
immunoassayed concentration of hMutSa in HeLa nuclear extracts
and reported concentration for MutLa (14).
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rate measured 40nt down the 30–50 (shorter) nick-
mismatch path (probe A) in sMN26. Increasing the 30–50
path from 0.26kbp (sMN26) to 0.98kbp (sMN98)
decreased the rate of 30–50excision (probe A) 1.7-fold, in
further support of the D
–0.43 dependence observed in
several other experiments (see earlier). We assayed for
putative mismatch-speciﬁc 50–30 excision 980nt down the
(1895nt) 50–30 nick-mismatch paths (probe D) in sMN26
and sMN98, because of the high non-speciﬁc (but non-
processive) 50–30 excision typically initiated at nicks
(9,14,20); note the high 50–30 excision of homoduplex
sMN26hmd and sMN98hmd measured 70 and 500nt
down the nick-mismatch path (probes B and C). Here
relative probe-D signals (1.9 and 2.4%, respectively) for
sMN26 and SMN98 only slightly exceeded the 0.1–0.2%
background for nicked homoduplex substrates
sMN26hmd and sMN98hmd. Thus, the ratio for 30–50
versus 50–30 mismatch-provoked processive excision of
sMN98 was at least 30/1, even when the path ratio
was only 1/1.85. (We previously explained high non-
processive 50–30 longer-path excision in mismatched
substrates in terms of gaps (better initiation sites for
hEXOI) opened up by mismatch-provoked 30–50 (shorter-
path) excision.] Also, linearized substrates L2182sMN26
and L2182sMN98, whose longer (50–30) nick-mismatch
paths were broken by XmnI endonuclease cleavage,
showed no increases in rates of 30–50 excision commitment
(Table 1, column 6). This rules out non-productive
sequestration of the excision apparatus by hypothetical
complexes that arrived at nicks via 50–30 mismatch-nick
paths but were themselves unable to provoke processive
50–30 excision.
Figure 6. MMR excision in substrates with diﬀerent mismatch-nick
separations. (A) Time courses. Initiation of 30–50 excision of 5nM
(G/T) substrates sMN14 (ﬁlled circles), sMN26 (ﬁlled squares), sMN58
(ﬁlled diamonds) and sMN98 (ﬁlled triangles) was assayed using
probe A, as described under ‘Mismatch correction and MMR excision’
section. Upper panel: autoradiograph of bound excision probes. Middle
panel: ethidium staining of total DNA. Lower panel: phosphoroimager-
measured excision signals normalized for total DNA recoveries, with
least-squares slopes shown. Where excision signals at 3min appear to
exceed those at 4min, DNA recoveries were correspondingly higher.
(B) Distance dependence of rates of excision initiation. Complete sets of
excision analyses (four substrates, four time points) were obtained in
three separate trials. For each trial, diﬀerences in excision-probe
intensity and phosphorimaging time introduced diﬀerent (constant)
scaling factors into the diﬀerent sets of signals. Thus, even if absolute
rates (moles of excised product per min) for any particular substrate
were identical, the scaling factors would cause the observed rates
(phosphorimager signal per minute) to be diﬀerent. In order to
compare rates among the three trials, we determined the standardiza-
tion factors needed to make equal the excision signals for the same
single reference point in each trial, arbitrarily chosen as the 1-min
excision signal for substrate sMN26, then scaled all other points in each
trial using the respective standardization factor. Upper half: Log–log
plot of excision–initiation rates time-point slopes for each substrate
against mismatch-nick distance. Error bars indicate 95% conﬁdence
limits for ﬁts of slopes to standardized time points, except where less
than sizes of points. Rates (excision signal per minute) for the trial in
Figure 5A (lowest panel), and for two similar trials, were each
multiplied by arbitrary factors to position them conveniently on the
plot. Sincetheparameterofinterestisthelog(rate)versuslog(separation)
slope, the actual values of this constant factor (and the standardization
factors described earlier) are irrelevant. The rates determined by the
standardized excision signals varied slightly in the separate trials.
However, the slopes (dotted lines) corresponding to the distance
dependence of the excision–initiation rates were similar (0.46, 0.45,
0.37). Lower panel: theoretical curves corresponding to variation in
initiationratewithmismatch-nickdistanceasD
–1orD
–2(solidlines),oras
the Jacobson–Stockmayer cyclization parameter j for chain lengths of
0.3–1kbp [Supplementary Data 5, 6; Figure 4S; ref. (25)].
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moving recognition complexes are directed to move
away from mismatches exclusively along shorter mis-
match-nick paths (even when only 45% shorter than
longer paths), or that some other mechanism(s) determine
the paths for mismatch-provoked excision.
Testingfor interactions between MMR-associated proteins
ondifferent substrates
The experiments described earlier, taken together, argue
strongly against the ﬁrst two coupling models illustrated in
Figure 1, where recognition complexes stochastically
choose paths to diﬀuse/translocate from mismatches to
nicks, then automatically direct excision back along the
paths just traveled. We performed two experiments to
challenge the third model shown in Figure 1—activation
of excision via interaction through space of recognition
proteins at mismatches with proteins loaded at nicks, such
as PCNA and RFC (Figure 1). First, we tested the ability
of (G/T) mismatches on non-nicked (linear) substrate
L186MN14g/t to in trans provoke excision of nicked
(circular) homoduplex sMN98hmd (Figure 7), as assayed
at various sites (probes A–D; see Table 1). Mismatched
L186MN14g/t provoked no detectable 30–50 excision
(probe A) or processive 50–30 excision (probe D)o f
sMN98hmd, when both substrates were 30nM
(Figure 7) or 15nM (not shown). Surprisingly, there was
no non-speciﬁc 50–30 excision (probe B) of sMN98hmd
when mismatched L186MN14g/t was in trans (lane 6),
even though this excision was substantial when homo-
duplex L186MN14hmd was in trans (lane 2). This suggests
that hEXOI might be sequestered by hMutSa–hMutLa
complexes at mismatches, at least under conditions where
shorter-path (30–50) excision was not initiated.
In a second challenge to through-space models for
recognition-excision coupling, we asked whether PCNA
and associated proteins loaded at shorter (32nt) gaps on
homoduplexes might compete in trans with the same
proteins loaded at nicks in cis to mismatches. We
assembled standard MMR reaction mixtures containing
only 5nM substrate sMN98 (Figure 8, lanes 1 and 3) or
5nM sMN98 plus excess (30nM) gapped plasmid
pUCMN100 (lanes 2 and 4) in two diﬀerent ways.
Commitment to 30–50 shorter-path excision of sMN98
after 4min was then measured by the standard assay,
using probe A. (The 32-nt gap in pUCMN100 is at the
position where a (G/T) mismatch was present in sMN14.
Since non-speciﬁc 50–30 excision initiated at the gap in
pUCMN100 would also produce ssDNA at the site bound
by probe A, probe-binding signals (Figure 8, upper panel)
appear at the positions of substrates sMN98 (lanes 1–4)
and pUC19MN100 (lanes 2 and 4).] Excess (30nM)
gapped plasmid in trans inhibited mismatch-provoked
30–50 excision by 40% (Figure 8, lanes 1 versus 2) or 27%
(lanes 3 versus 4). (The ethidium-bromide-stained electro-
pherograms (Figure 8, lower panel) show lane 3 to be
appreciably underloaded relative to other lanes.]
Figure 7. Testing for excision provoked by mismatched DNA in trans.
Analysis of excision after 4min at speciﬁc sites in (G/T) substrate
sMN98 (30nM) in the presence of (non-nicked) linear homoduplex
L186MN14hmd (30nM) or mismatched L186MN14 (30nM) and the
positions of the indicated probes (collinear with the nicked strand) were
as described under ‘Testing simulation of excision by mismatched DNA
in trans’ section. Probe A measures excision of the nicked strand 40nt
down the 30–50 path. Probes B, C, D measure excision of the nicked
strand 50, 500 and 1000nt, respectively down the 50–30 path. Probe
positions are shown schematically at the top of Table 1. Only 1/8 of
reaction volumes were loaded onto gels.
Figure 8. Testing for inhibition of MMR in trans by gapped DNA.
Standard MMR reaction mixtures (15ml) contained 5nM (G/T) nicked
substrate sMN98 and 30nM gapped (homoduplex) plasmid
pUCMN100 (precursor of substrate sMN14) containing a 32-nt gap,
where the mismatch-creating oligomer was subsequently inserted; (see
‘Materials and Methods, Construction of Plasmids and Substrates’
section in Supplementary Data) mixtures were assembled in two
diﬀerent ways: (i) sMN98 alone (lane 1) or sMN98 plus gapped
pUC19MN100 DNA (lane 2) were mixed with MMR buﬀer before
addition of nuclear extract; (ii) extract protein was incubated in MMR
Buﬀer without (lane 3) or with (lane 4) gapped pUC19MN100 for
30sec. at 378C before addition of sMN98. In both cases reactions were
continued for 4min at 378C. Standard excision–commitment assays
employed binding of Probe A (Table 1), electrophoresis, quantitation of
DNA loaded by ethidium bromide staining (lower panel) and
phosphorimaging (upper panel). Lane 3 was appreciably underloaded.
Note that probe A binds to ssDNA produced at the same sites in
sMN98 by mismatch-provoked 30–50 excision (lanes 1–4) or in gapped
pUC19MN100 by non-speciﬁc 50–30 excision (lanes 2 and 4).
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titration by gapped plasmids of one or more accessory
proteins needed for MMR–PCNA, RFC, EXOI or RPA
(10), thus making them unavailable to the (G/T) substrate
sMN98. The concentration of the two DNA substrates
together (35nM) is less than the protein concentrations
expected for 100mg HeLa extract in a 15ml volume: 50nM
PCNA, 40nM RFC and 100nM RPA (21). hEXOI is
expected to be only 5nM in extracts. However, in the
previous experiment (Figure 7), ExoI appeared to be
bound well by 5nM mismatched DNA (L186MN14g/t),
but not by homoduplex DNA (L186MN14hmd).
Furthermore, RPA is in substantial (3-fold) molar excess
over gapped DNA. Genschel and Modrich (14) previously
showed that hRPA binding to gaps protected them against
hEXOI excision, presumably by inhibiting hEXOI. Thus,
most hEXOI should here be associated with the mis-
matched test substrate, for two reasons. Furthermore, in
another experiment (data not shown) we analyzed excision
of 3.8nM test substrate in the presence of 22.5nM gapped
competitor plasmid in HeLa extracts supplemented with
recombinant hPCNA (from M. O’Donnell; 100nM), yeast
RFC [100nM; highly active in reconstituted human MMR
(10)], and hRPA (from M. Goodman; 180nM), after
which recombinant hEXOI (from Guo-Min Li; 75nM)
was added. The added excess hEXOI dramatically
increased non-speciﬁc 50–30 digestion of the gapped
competitor plasmid, despite the prior incubation with
proteins that might be expected to protect the gap.
Because background DNA was now present throughout
the electrophoresis gels we could not quantitatively assay
excision of the test substrate. However, even in the
presence of excess hPCNA, yRFC, hEXOI and hRPA,
gapped plasmid appeared to again inhibit this excision, by
(very roughly) 20%. In the absence of added protein,
inhibition was now measured to be 22%. The data of
Figure 8 might be explained in more than one way, and we
cannot rule out titration of some unknown rate-limiting
protein by 30nM pUCMN100. However, this experiment
did not falsify models in which initial through-space
interactions initiate the coupling process.
DISCUSSION
We have addressed ﬁve biochemical questions directly
relevant to current models for MMR recognition–excision
coupling in human nuclear extracts. We analyzed initial
rates of mismatch-provoked commitment to 30–50 excision
along the shorter paths between deﬁned nicks and base
mismatches in exogenous circular substrates, with the
following results. (I) One or two hMSH2–MSH6
(hMutSa) mismatch-recognition proteins per DNA sub-
strate appeared fully suﬃcient. (II) Mismatch-provoked
(processive) 50–30 excision along the longer nick-mismatch
path was much lower than 30–50 shorter-path excision,
even when the 50–30 path was only 55% longer. (III) The
initial rate of shorter-path excision decreased with the
mismatch-nick contour distance D as the –0.43 ( 0.04)
power. (IV) Mismatches on one DNA molecule provoked
in trans no detectable initiation of excision at nicks on
separate homoduplex DNA molecules. (V) However,
excess gapped homoduplex DNA, presumably associated
with PCNA and RFC proteins, substantially inhibited in
trans the excision initiated at nicks in cis to the
mismatches, in three independent experiments.
Below we analyze alternative interpretations of our
observations in terms of the recognition–excision coupling
mechanisms shown in Figure 1 and other models. First
however, the possibility that our experiments do not
actually measure 30–50 excision needs to be addressed.
Modrich and coworkers (18) recently reconstituted with
several puriﬁed proteins a system in which hMutLa
incised DNA in circular (6kbp) substrates. Incisions
were widely distributed around the substrate, but were
somewhat more likely near the mismatches but outside
(50 to) the 0.14kbp 30–50 path from the pre-existing nick to
the mismatch. Incisions made in nuclear extracts were
more tightly focused there. Addition of human exonu-
clease I (hEXOI) engendered 50–30 excision from the
hMutLa-induced incisions. Could the excision that we
measure 40nt down the 30–50 path from the pre-existing
nick to the mismatch actually reﬂect 50–30 excision from
MutLa incision, through the mismatch and back to the
pre-existing nicks in the various substrates, as the Modrich
studies might suggest? This appears inconsistent with
several observations here and previously. (i) Time courses
of excision measured at sites farther down 30–50 paths from
pre-existing nicks to mismatches were parallel to, but
lagged, time courses of excision only 40nt from nicks [(7):
see also our analysis of Figure 2S here]. (ii) Rates of
excision at the beginning of 30–50 nick-mismatch paths
were not aﬀected by downstream blockades, but excision
was negligible beyond (50 to) blockades (8,17). (iii) Initial
rates of commitment to excision in nuclear extracts are the
same at DNA:hEXOI ratios of 1 to 1 and 7 to 1 (Figure 4).
Under ‘Validation of Excision Assay’ section of
Supplementary Data, we discuss in more detail these
and ﬁve other independent lines of evidence. Taken
together, they suggest that in complex nuclear extracts
(at least when hEXOI is not in excess over DNA
substrate), most mismatch-provoked excision initiates at
pre-existing nicks and proceeds 30–50 along shorter paths
towards mismatches. Below we discuss alternative inter-
pretations of ﬁndings I–V.
(I) DNA:MutS  stoichiometry. Eﬃcient correction of
mismatches in a reconstituted system was reported to
require roughly four recombinant hMutSa molecules per
DNA substrate (22). However, recombinant proteins
puriﬁed from insect cells (including hMutSa and
MutLa) are frequently less active than proteins puriﬁed
from extracts, themselves not necessarily as active as
endogenous proteins in the extracts. Without independent
assays, recombinant hMutSa cannot be assumed to be
fully active. Interestingly, fewer hMutSb molecules per
substrate appeared suﬃcient for correction of a 2-nt
extrahelical loopout in the same previous study. Previous
quantitative immunoassays (14,15) of MutSa in nuclear
extracts, combined with our data (Figures 4 and 5),
indicate that one to two hMutSa molecules suﬃce for
eﬃcient MMR.
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might be rapid formation of multiple MutSa–MutLa
complexes that then very rapidly slide towards mismatches
and activate excision, or rapidly dissociate into solution
and load again. Thus, if multiple rounds of loading,
sliding and dissociation occupied only a very few seconds,
MMR excision at 1 to 1 MutSa:DNA ratios might appear
to be as rapid as at 7 to 1, as was observed.
The detailed discussion of this alternative explanation in
‘Supplementary Information, Alternative Interpretations
of Measurements for hMutSa:DNA Stoichometry and
Excision Rates versus Nick-Mismatch Distance’ is sum-
marized later. Central to this alternative is a requirement
for very rapid loading and sliding of MutSa–MutLa
recognition complexes at rates much faster than rates of
dissociation into solution (t1/2 / 0.5min). Otherwise,
when the hMutSa:substrate ratio was low, substrates
could never retain the multiple recognition complexes
postulated by the diﬀusing-recognition-clamp model
(Figure 1, upper pathway) long enough to provoke
excision. Studies with puriﬁed MutSa and MutL proteins
(by others) suggest that loading and sliding rates are
generally not fast enough. Furthermore, loading of
multiple recognition complexes at the same time would
be statistically improbable at low hMuSa:DNA ratios.
Therefore, the rate of dissociation needs to be fast enough
for rapid recycling of recognition complexes, which is not
the case. Finally, models in which recognition complexes
load, slide, and recycle many times provide no compelling
explanation for the strong dependence of excision–
initiation rate on mismatch-nick contour distance. Our
stoichiometry data appear consistent with two models:
loading of single recognition complexes that remain at
mismatches (which we favor), or loading of 1–2 complexes
that translocate to mismatches along paths already
determined by through-space interactions between mis-
match-associated and nick-associated proteins.
(II) Absolute preference for shorter-path 30–50 excision in
substrates where the 50–30 path is only 55% longer. This
observation argues further against models in which
multiple MutSa–MutLa recognition complexes load at
mismatches, stochastically choose mismatch-nick paths,
and move along them until the ﬁrst-arriving complex
automatically triggers excision back along the path just
traversed. When path lengths do not diﬀer dramatically,
some stochastically loaded complexes traveling the 50–30
path should reach the nick ﬁrst and trigger (processive)
longer-path (50–30) MMR excision, which was not
observed. However, neither outcome (I) nor (II) them-
selves rule out single recognition complexes that translo-
cate from mismatches to nicks, then always trigger
excision of the shorter (30–50) nick-mismatch paths.
For example, MutSa MutLa complexes arriving from
either (stochastically chosen) direction might form, with
nick-associated proteins, the same pre-excision super-
complexes. These would then identify appropriate paths
for excision—either always favoring 30–50 paths, or always
favoring shorter paths (always 30–50 in our experiments).
Alternatively, MutSa–MutLa complexes initially loaded
at mismatches might ﬁrst interact with nick-associated
proteins through space and identify appropriate
mismatch-nick paths, then move along them to nicks
and automatically trigger excision back along the path just
traversed.
(III) Decrease in excision–commitment rate with mis-
match-nick distance D as D
–0.43. We described above
models in which one or two MutSa–MutLa complexes
unidirectionally slide from mismatches to nicks, before or
after other reaction stages during which appropriate
excision paths were identiﬁed. Could such compound
models explain the observed variation of excision–
commitment rate with mismatch-nick contour distance
as D
–0.43, which is not the D
–1 expected for translocation
at a uniform rate? Under ‘Supplementary Information,
Alternative Interpretations of Measurements for
hMutSa:DNA Stoichometry and Excision Rates versus
Nick-Mismatch Distance’, we consider two compound
models (i, ii) that assume putative translocating recogni-
tion complexes to move at uniform rates. We show neither
to be consistent with the D
–0.43 dependence of excision–
initiation rate. Another model (iii) postulates stochastic
choice of translocation paths by recognition complexes
that move extremely rapidly to nicks. Upon arrival, they
form excision super-complexes that identify correct nick-
mismatch paths and commit to their excision in a step
with rate / D
–0.43. Experiments (by others) suggest
MutSa–MutLa translocation rates to be an order of
magnitude or so too slow to support this model. Another
model (iv) postulates initial through-space interactions
with nick-associated proteins that drive rate-limiting
translocation of a single recognition complex along
(only) the correct path and, by continuing interactions,
prevent premature dissociation of the recognition com-
plexes into solution. Arrival of the recognition complex
at the nick would automatically and rapidly provoke
excision of the correct nick-mismatch path (always the
shorter one? always the 30–50 path?). Such assisted
translocation at a rate / D
–0.43 would be consistent with
all our observations. A ﬁnal model (v) postulates through-
space interactions that, without translocation, rapidly
trigger a second-phase of identiﬁcation of the correct nick-
mismatch path and commitment to its excision, at a rate
/ D
–0.43. Such models are considered further later.
(IV) Failure of mismatched DNA to stimulate in trans
excision of nicked homoduplexes. Mismatch-associated
proteins might interact through space to form with nick-
associated proteins pre-excision super-complexes whose
geometry might immediately dictate 30–50 excision.
However, we observed 30nM (non-nicked) mismatched
DNA to provoke no detectable excision of 30nM nicked
homoduplex DNA in trans. Under ‘Supplementary
Information, MMR–Protein Interactions Through
Space’, we estimated the average concentrations of nicks
in the presence of mismatches in the same substrate to be
(very roughly) 100nM, on the basis of previous analyses
(by others) of DNA cyclization reactions. This estimate
predicts a ratio of putative trans-provoked to actual cis-
provoked excision of roughly 0.3. Some trans reaction
would be detectable even if nicks and mismatches in the cis
substrates were more than an order of magnitude closer to
one another than the cyclization studies might suggest.
The absence of any detectable excision in trans thus
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previous demonstrations of MutS-dependent enhance-
ment of MutL-dependent nicking at hemimethylated
d(GATC) sites by mismatched DNA in trans (at high
non-physiological concentrations of puriﬁed proteins) did
not address subsequent initiation of excision at these
nicks (21,23).
(V) Apparent competition between (nick/gap)-associated
proteins in trans versus cis for interaction with mismatched-
associated proteins. Commitment to mismatch-provoked
excision might occur in two stages: initial through-space
interactions between mismatch-associated and nick-
associated proteins to form excision super-complexes,
then identiﬁcation by them of correct nick-mismatch
paths. We showed here (Figure 8) that 30nM gapped
homoduplex plasmid DNA, to which PCNA and RFC are
expected to be bound (24), interfered in trans with
initiation of 30–50 excision of 5nM test substrate at a
nick in cis to a (G/T) mismatch. The concentrations
of hPCNA, hRFC, hMutSa, hMutLa and hRPA were
expected to exceed the combined concentrations of
the competitor and (G/T) test substrate, and hEXOI is
expected to interact speciﬁcally and strongly with the
(G/T) substrate (Figure 7, lanes 2 versus 6). We therefore
suggest that gap-associated proteins in trans to mismatches
compete with nick-associated proteins in cis for interac-
tions with mismatch-associated proteins, rather than
simply titrating out (a) rate-limiting protein(s). Under
‘Supplementary Information, DNA Bending and MMR’,
the observed 20–40% inhibition in trans is shown to be
roughly consistent with the concentration of the nick and
the mismatch in the presence of one another, as predicted
on the basis of the previously measured value of the
Jacobson–Stockmayer cyclization parameter j. [Other
work (14) also suggests that hEXOI would be preferen-
tially associated with hMutSa bound to the mismatches.]
We cannot unequivocally rule out titration of some
unknown extract protein by the gapped competitor, or
reduction of hPCNA and hRFC to low levels that (while
still >5nM) were insuﬃcient to drive eﬃcient binding to
the test substrate. However, this experiment certainly does
not falsify two-stage interaction-through-space models.
Below we consider explicitly one such a model.
In the two-stage MMR coupling model represented by
Equation (1) below, initial activation is followed by
identiﬁcation of the correct nick-mismatch path and
initiation of its excision.
B      * )      
k12
k21
C;C þ E      * )      
k23
k32
EC   !
k34 P þ E: 1
Here B is a circular substrate in which separated protein
complexes are bound to mismatches and nicks and C a
coupling intermediate in which the respective complexes
have made productive interactions. EC is the excision–
commitment super-complex formed by interactions
between mismatch-associated and nick-associated proteins
and perhaps by recruitment of additional proteins. EC is
converted into the excision-committed product P by a
series of steps subsumed into the single rate constant
k34. Equation (1) could describe two-stage models in
which: (a) the through-space EC super-complex itself
determined which of the two immediately adjacent nick-
mismatch paths was correct and directly committed to its
excision; or (b) the EC complex guided translocation of
the recognition complex along the correct path to the nick
(perhaps at a non-uniform rate), where it then auto-
matically triggered excision back along the path just
traveled. Either model might account for the observed
dependence of excision commitment on nick-mismatch
distance D, if the eﬃciency of an initial rapid through-
space equilibrium were D-independent and subsequent
steps resulted in a D
–0.43 dependence. We discuss under
‘Supplementary Information, DNA Bending and MMR’
the direct analogy between reactions describe by Equation
(1) and previously analyzed DNA cyclization (25,26). The
eﬃciency of the cyclization reaction turns out to depend
on the equilibrium constant for rapid through-space
interaction between the two DNA ends, which is in turn
directly proportional to the Jacobson–Stockmayer param-
eter j. This parameter, hence the eﬃciency of the
cyclization reaction, is nearly constant for the length
range 0.3–1kbp, because stiﬀness and length eﬀects
balance out (Figure 4S). By analogy, if the only step in
Equation (1) dependent on the mismatch-nick distance D
were the initial formation of intermediate C, then the
reaction eﬃciency would depend on j, hence be nearly
constant for D between 0.23 and 1kbp, contrary to
observation. Thus, in this model steps after initial
through-space interactions would have to be responsible
for the observed D
–0.43 dependence. The initial interac-
tions postulated for Equation (1) might involve some or
all of the contacts previously demonstrated among MMR
and MMR-accessory proteins: PCNA with MSH6
(27–31), PCNA with MLH1 (32), MutLa with MutSa
(33–37), ExoI with PCNA, MutLa and MutSa (15,38).
How might proteins interrogate nick-mismatch DNA
contours? Modrich has suggested that binding of MutS
homologs to mismatches might stimulate MutL-homolog
proteins to form long polymers (39), or progressively
treadmilling oligomers (40), along nick-mismatch paths.
The ability of MutLa to cooperatively form polymers that
can interact with two duplexes (41) at once may point to
other mechanisms. The incision by hMutLa of exogenous
substrates near mismatches [mostly outside pre-existing
30–50 nick-mismatch shorter paths (18)] requires both pre-
existing nicks and PCNA, as well as mismatches and
hMutSa. Such incision by MutLa might help identify 30–50
excision paths. The ubiquitous HMGB1 protein, pre-
viously implicated in MMR (22,42), might enhance
MutLa binding by bending nick-mismatched paths (4,5).
HGMB1 can help cyclize linear DNA as short as
60–100bp (43,44); recent atomic force microscopy shows
even such short DNA to be somewhat ﬂexible (45).
Conversely, preference of HMGB1 protein for more
sharply bent DNA might help distinguish shorter from
longer nick-mismatch paths. A number of these mechan-
isms seem compatible with the D
–0.43 dependence of
excision–commitment rate.
In summary, our observations appear inconsistent with
MMR models that invoke movement of multiple recogni-
tion complexes along stochastically chosen paths from
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matically trigger excision along the paths just traveled.
Our ﬁndings do not falsify two-stage reaction models in
which initial activation through space is followed by a
distance-dependent process that identiﬁes the correct
excision path or translocation models in which recognition
proteins are guided to translocate along shorter mismatch-
nick paths at rates not uniformly proportional to path
length, without premature dissociation into solution;
arrival of recognition complexes would then automatically
trigger excision back along the paths just traveled.
Quite recently, Pluciennik and Modrich (46), using
puriﬁed E. coli proteins and 6-kbp substrates with single
hemi-methylated d(GATC) sites 1024bp from G/T mis-
matches, addressed the mechanism by which communica-
tion between these two sites activates E. coli MutH to nick
the unmethylated-d(GATC) strand. They showed inter-
ruption of the 1024-bp path by a protein blockade or a
double-strand break, respectively, to substantially or
completely abolish activation of MutH (dependent on a
mismatch, and E. coli MutS and MutH). Kolodner et al.
(47) considered the signiﬁcance of this ﬁnding in a short
review. The strong inference is that MutH activation
requires communication ‘in cis’ between the mismatch and
the hemi-methylated d(GATC) sites. Sliding/translocation
of MutS/MutL recognition complexes from mismatches to
nicks might accomplish this, but Modrich and Pluciennik
did not specify the mechanism of communication. For
example, they did not rule out protein polymerization
along this path. We note that one alternative mechanism
for human MMR proposed above by us, translocation
assisted by continuing through-space interaction between
the mismatch and excision–initiation sites—would be
compatible with the observations of Modrich et al.
Continued through-space interactions might help direct
loading of E. coli UvrD helicase in such a way as to move
it back towards the mismatch.
However, E. coli and eukaryotic MMR now appear to
be fundamentally diﬀerent, and observations made with
one system are not necessarily applicable to the other.
Notably, a cryptic endonuclease site in the PMS2 subunit
of human MutLa (PMS1 in yeast), is essential for MMR.
This endonuclease, whose activation requires as well
MutSa and a mismatch, and PCNA, RFC and a pre-
existing strand interruption, can incise the interrupted
strand at any position, with some bias towards sites near
but outside the mismatch (18). The new incisions might be
used directly by EXOI for 50–30 excision and/or mark the
ends of 30–50 and 50–30 excision paths initiated at the pre-
existing strand interruptions (see ‘Evidence for 30–50 rather
than 50–30 MMR Excision’ section in Supplementary
Data). The absence of this endonuclease site in E. coli
MutL may reﬂect underlying diﬀerences in the respective
mechanisms. First, one might expect mismatches in newly
replicated E. coli DNA to usually be closely ﬂanked by
hemi-methylated d(GATC) sites on both sides (average
distance 128kbp). Thus, whether MutH is activated at the
d(GATC) site that happens to be closer may not be
critical. On the other hand, for eukaryotic leading-strand
synthesis, the wrong direction from the mismatch leads
away from the 30 OH end at which excision can be
initiated. Second, eukaryotic MutLa apparently needs to
interact with both mismatch-associated MutSa and pre-
existing nick-associated PCNA, then incise the substrate
at a point hundreds, or even thousands of base-pairs
from the pre-existing nicks (and the mismatch), but always
on the pre-existing-nick strand. These requirements
seem incompatible with simple sliding/translocation
mechanisms.
Finally, we note that sliding along DNA in complex
extracts, where it might be bound non-speciﬁcally by
proteins such as HMGB1, may be much less likely than
sliding along naked DNA. Perhaps the same protein–
protein interactions that can be achieved only via through-
space contacts in complex extracts can be accomplished by
sliding/translocation in reconstituted mixtures.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR online.
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